PROs

Quality Made Visible
What are PROs?
PROs (Patient Reported Outcomes) are usually
relatively short and simple questionnaires which can be
administered by a healthcare provider. The questionnaires
measure the quality and effectiveness of care from the
patient’s perspective, before, during, and after treatment.

How are PROs Collected?
PROs are used throughout the treatment process to measure the outcome of healthcare or service
intervention from a patient’s perspective.
BEFORE

Patient takes Questionnaire A at
home prior to healthcare provider visit

Patient and provider discuss results
and next steps for treatment

DURING

Patient and provider discuss the results
and use them as input for the next
steps in the treatment process

Patient responses are
collected and shared
with providers

Patient takes Questionnaire B while at
the hospital, for example after a surgery

AFTER

Patient takes Questionnaire C at home.
Provider uses the output of the results to decide
whether patient should come in for a visit

Provider can use the gathered data to
evaluate the effectiveness of treatment for
an individual patient or at population level

How is PROs Data Used?
PROs data is used to help patients and providers better understand patient
needs. It can be used to track changes in their health and well-being. The data
is also used to improve the overall care process. Additionally, PROs generate
valuable research data for population health and benchmarking.

Measure through time
Physicians can routinely monitor and evaluate the progress and status of a patient over time.
This can be done while the patient is at the hospital or from home before or after a visit.
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Evaluate
Treatment Programs
Physicians or external groups can
track and evaluate the effectiveness
of treatment plans based on the
results of a group of patients. The
results can then be used as input to
improve the treatment processes.
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